A circular route from Westbourne through
Stansted Forest to West Ashling
FACTS
I Starting point: Westbourne Square.
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Ordnance Survey map 197 (Chichester). Grid
reference 757084.
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Distance: 15 miles
Relreshments: Pubs in Westbourne,

Woodmancote, Funtington and Bowlands Castle
plus cafes in Westbourne and Stansted Park.
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East Street and turn right into
Whitechimney Row, a road
bordered by some attractive
cottages to a left turning into
Old Firm Lane and the open

direct way
back to Westbourne - a short
cut which reduces our ride by
some six miles. But by going
straight on we get a good
view, on the skyline to the
north, ol Racton Tower, a
ruined folly which, according
to local legend, was built to
mark the entrance to

Stansted Park is well worth a
visit now it's so close.
The principal attraction for
the cyclist is ihe tea room,
housed in a high vaulted
Victorian conservatory iust
inside the walled garden.
Like the garden centre, the
tea room is open throughout
the year and offers hot meals
individually prepared to order.
But you'll need to be there by
3pm i{ you are looking for
more than a hot drink and a
slice of cake'
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The woods alongside this
Make the most of the
before leaving the village by
descent to the bridge across road are home to pienty of
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wildlife and a silent approach
We are now heading almost the River Ems, for we've got a
hill to climb on the other side, can enable a cyclist to spot
due wesi and hopefully not
some of the local inhabitants
against the wind, for the next and on reaching the top at
- I was once lucky to see a
mile is very open and flat, and Aldsworth the road goes
deer saunter across the road
was chosen as an emergency downhill again, to cross a
tributary of the Ems flowing quite unaware of my presence
landing strip by the RAF
and no more than 30 yards in
out of Aldsworth Pond.
duringlhe last war.
A lane leading off our road front of me.
A large MoD compound
What goes up must come
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bordering the north side of
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the T junction at Forestside,
it's not far before our way
towards Rowlands Castle
begins to drop, gradually at
first and more steePly as we
emerge from a group of beech
trees, leading into a sweeping
right-hand bend followed bY a
left-hander at the bottom, by
the railway line in Deanlane
End.

Keeping this railway on our
right we reach Rowlands
Castle within the next mile,
but unless we want to take a
breather by the village green
beyond the bridge, we don't
need to pass beneath the line.
lnstead we turn left into

Woodberry Lane.
A part of this road on the
way out of Rowlands Castle is
often under water in the
winter and it was closed for
several weeks early this year,
but it's clear of floods now
and takes us on the final
section of the ride, up a shotl
hill in Southleigh Forest to
Emsworth Common.
Here we turn left and then
right over the road we left at

Aldsworth, to drop down
Monks Hill into Westbourne
and complete our circular ride
in the village square, where
Rosie's Cafe may still be
serving all-day breakfasts if
we haven't tarried too often
on our way,

;ir Chris Davies, 66, is cycling correspondent of The News and a member of the Cyclists'Touring Club Since 1950 he has ridden more than
812,000 miles - believed to be the highest recorded cycling mileage in the world,

